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U.S. Losing Historic Liberties’
Says Author, Journalist Mayer

Annual SJS
Blood Drive
Opens Today

\ M ACE Wo o l)
i
their hisAmericans are losng
toric liberties through fearfear
past, fear of
of their Christian
most of all,
the "majority" and,
fear of losing their riches,
America is losing the battle
for the hearts of the world’s
pourer peoples because Americans
are not giving them what they
hate in surplus and what these
peoplou are starving for- food.
These were the two main
themes of lecturer-author Milton
who spoke at noon yesto an audience of 300 pers Dailey anditorium.

1: it ’AN SPIRIT
,..urnmed up liry deiiiture of the Amer-ran spirit depends on ,the conAmerican who can
!due alone and say "No" when
Is surrender any part of
1)WII or another Americans
i

fr.nn without, and subfiten within are two ways
Hsing our liberty. Mr. Mayer
But it is easier, and more
Is’ said ominously, for Amer.
to LISI two other ways:
,t,ey ean throw their liberties
away. as ’President Truman said
. \k1‘11. doing when he vetoed
iiresently lawful Internal Se.inty Act. Or." he went on, "they
earl let liberties trickle through
fingers, or trade them in
! now car."
are persecuting our neigh, and fellow Americans. Mr.
declared, under cover of
mg the security of our naas if we had forgotten a
a without liberty is hardly
:h saving."
For the first time since the
century Alien and Sedition
Ails, we have enacted a’ law to
penalize men not for what they
say ;sr do, but for what they bell.,"
OYALTY OATH
at the case of Califor..lectorate voting by twoto force churches to take
loyalty oath. Only 12 of 12,oti churches refused to take the
oath, and they were punished, he
said, until the Supreme Court
%emu n,-11 the law.
lint .1 free people bent upon
of liberty do not need
1.,....sure. The "tyranny of
I’ ity" is enough, he said.
ty is tested by applicaunpopular, rather than
doctrines; to unpopular,

persons.- Ile quoted
John Stuart Mill’s "On Liberty"
as saying all sides of an issue
must be heard, not from ourselves
or our teachers, but from avid
proponents of the other position.

COMMUNISM IN U.S.
-But where is the advocate of
communism in America today?
Where is he to be heard?" Mr.
Mayer asked, and then answered,
"Nowhere. He is hidden under the
wet blanket of public opinion."
Mr. Mayer, introduced by Sociology dept. head, professor Mil ton Rendahl, used the WS. agricultural food surpluses as a tool
to hammer away at the "feeling
of guilt" Americans have because
of their richness "in a world of
starving people."
Mr. Mayer continually hit at
the theme of world starvation.
"Liberty is the luxury of the
rich," he declared, and charged
that "two-thirds of the world’s
people are, and have been, perpetually hungry." One-half of the
population dies as a: result of food
deficiency.
AGENCIES
And yet, he said, some "Christian" agencies are feeding these
persons at a cost of "two cents
per meal,"
"We spend 82 million a day
to store our surpluses," he commented. "That would be 100 million meals a day we could provide." Mr. Mayer said in a question period later that, despite
Problems and objections, "We
must get rid of these surpluses.
We cannot go on morally with
such surpluses."%
The American people have "bad
dreams" of losing their wealth,
but they are "tortured" to "flee

Prof Has Stroke
Dr. Ralph A. Smith, 50, professor of zoology, suffered a
stroke yesterday afternoon in
his office in the Svience building
and was taken to San Jose hospital.
A hospital spokesman reported at 4 p.m. that he was in
"fair" condition and "resting
quietly."
Dr. smith suffered a stroke
several years ago, but returned
to his duties despite the crippling effect of his Illness.
Ile has been an instructor at
MS since 1944.

Dr. Jensen Chosen
New Committee V.P.
ty ’I’. Jensen, prolessor
ef education, was chosen as vice
!dent of the newly organized
college committee for the
i’Sepa ra I,, in of school administraiers id its meeting last week
in Long Beach.
The purpose of the committee,
Dr. Jensen said, is to "advise. the
State credential planning committee on ’Phase II’ of the new cre-

NO. 52

Controversi Rages

HCUA Abolition Advocates
Called ’Communist Dupes’

’rho annual sjs blood d !,
moves into action this morning al
:.!lich he charged
Nearly 100 students arid faculty communism, and that some wit - from
10 and continues until 4 this afterbecome merely
noon. During that time, donations yesterday heard a Lockheed en- ! riesses have suffered socially or! that the
will be taken by Red Cross work- gineer attack the supporters of : financially as a result of their up-’ an "instrument for political agi1 tation.ers and student assistants in the movement to abolish the con- . pearance before the committee.
i% WI ME
N O TOTAL LIBERTY
truversia l House Committee on I
Moulder Hall, 382 S. Ninth st.
i
,bis I by
I.
1 He stated, however, that there , As lin.
The community service com- Un-American Activities,
William Schmidt. who described is "no such thing as total liberty"
mittee and the Air Force ROTC,
co-sponsors of the drive, have himself as an "interested oh- and such a committee is a "nee urged all students to help fill the server" ’of the committee’s activi- essary situation in a society."
200-pint quota which has been ties, gave his speech under the: The Sunnyvale engineer also
sponsorship of Gavel and Rostrum. : Wasted those individuals who hick’
set as the drive’s goal.
following a showing of the film ’behind the con.stitution in order
STUDENTS ELIGIBLE.
All students over 18 are eligible "Operation Abolition" which de- Ito destroy it.
to donate blood, provided they picted the "alleged" riots at the! "Civil liberty is fine," he said.
have not had hepatitis or jaundice, scene of the San Francisco mini- "hut it should not be used as an
!instrument to destroy civil lit, and doenot have colds. In addi- mittee investigations.
Its the course of his talk, !city." That, he declared, was it -tion. all would-be donors must
not eat any fatty foods for a Schmidt warned that supporters !logical.
period of throe hours prior to of the abolition movement are: Bringing the issue to a local
"Communist dupes who will un- level, in an apparent attempt to
donating the blood.
According to Sue Montgomery, wittingly fulfill Communist aims." illustrate his charges of Commuchairman of the drive, several Ile also declared that the corn- rust "dupes" on college campuses,
referred to
Everett
donations have already been mittee was not the "most perfect" Schmidt
A.’i
,t:tlemertt of tvsivnal ion
inst i’s anent in hi. battle
pledged. Included among t h
pledges is one by the AFROTC
40 pints of blood to be given In
MILTON MAYER
. . . the state of liberty the name of Jerry D. Wakely.i
WILLIAM SCHMIDT
former AFROTC member who ti
. .
HCUA supporter
revolution against the established died a few months ago.
utter. Just the reverse."
BANK AVAILABLE
; member it the audience %% healer
The more bombs we have, the
All student donations will he!
he thought the group was cum more fearful we are. he declared, made available for use hy S..1’’
c
!munistic, replied that he had "nu
but added that "We are told what students or their immediate fem.
evidence of any sort to make him
.
will drive fear away - perfect love, lies, eccurding to Mrs. Maxine
is oaC
s, believe
noititsTASC
inumm
’suf.’ tram
The first staged reading adapta- I music will pro....
We must return to the American Smiley of the local Red Cross
lion of the historical novel "Love for time passage., lights will in- group. "
spirit, and love of God and our- blood hank,
He also cited a proposal by John
render only to him."
Faculty members, who also are Is Eternal" will be presented to-ldicate scene changes and project- G
theustafson, who is not a TASC
The sit-down demonstrations conducting their blood drive in night and tomorrow night at 8:15!ed line drawings will provide
member, once made to a TASC
are an example of the struggle coordination with the student in the College Theater by SJSI scenery.
Mrs. Mitchell, reading director, meeting to adopt a resolution
for freedom in America today, drive, have been reminded to make oral interpretation students.
Irving Stone, author of the cele- adapted the novel into script banning Communists from memMr. Mayer said afterward. "Amer- their donations at the same time
bet-ship in the group. Schmidt
brated Abraham Lincoln- Mary form.
.
ican youth is wakening," he de- and place as the students.
"Lincoln emerges neither the charged that the group moved to
All donors are requested to Todd love story, and his wife
dared, "even the white youngother business without even "consters. After they study and go come early as possible to make Jean, are scheduled to attend both rail-splitter nor the martyred sidering" the recommendation.
to’
President who has become a legclasses now and then, they can: their donations. Free coffee and performances.
Three persons. u ho Schmidt
Students in the oral interprets- end, but a man, intelligent, witty,
act on their own, if congressmen’ doughnuts will be served to all
charged were TASC members,
lion class of Mrs. Noreen LaBarge warm and vital," she noted.
will not act for them."
donors after-want
"Mary Todd is the brilliant, fun were also named as having Corn Mitchell, assistant professor of
speech, will present the novel as loving, quick tempered, sympa- I munist associations. Each of the
, staged reading, an increasingly thetic wife who from the moment charges brought objections from
she meets Lincoln is intrigued by. the audienee its Vl hi, -h there were
unpopular dramatic form.
The reading will be presented in him and soon :fives him the love several
TA:st MAN -.pi.. %K.:
’t Liehell added.
much the same way a radio pro he need. " ’.’
In the aittated qnc-. ,r1 period
,,., ,, , ., . ,1., ,. and ini -, ,; , eh- grant is carried out with the ex1.1.%0 1’ tRTS
,ni majorsl. t’s James It Kerr will portray which followed Schmidt a talk,
Ili_ go tip lur bids to- es ial (football menter !, Pa t Mc- ceptiee ’
structors
!Lincoln and Carol Hilgeman will Dale Scott, a TASC member, atelii-.4 1.X1. t.Cric ’irs.
morrow as the community service Clenahan i ASH President). and
tempted to refute the charges and
(Continued on Page 21
Two narrators and incidental I
committee stages its annual Fac- Brent Davis (ASH Executive secdeclared that Gustafson had no
-ulty-Student auction at 11:30 in retaryl, to go up for bids.
right to make proposals to TASC
The 23 -slaves" will be sold in
front of the Spartan Cafeteria.
since he was not a member.
Barbara Shrum and Barbara groups of not less than two
Gustafson, president of Gavel
Bernard, co-chairmen for the auc- bet’s, the co-chairman said. ’I.
and Rustrum, presided over the
lion, have promised such prom- slaves will be sue d to highest lici
meet. lie threatened to cut short
inent SJS names and figures as tiers who in turn will make them
:!
, .- ;:. ..
:...latter at Scott’s avowed attempt to "cot:. :
1.
Frank ; -, ... s
Pres. John T. Wahlquist, Dr. Stan- hash at the winners’ living center
rect some inaccuracies" by moo’issue 1 the age ul 66.
ley Benz ;dean of students’. Dean or perform some sort of entertain- lured in this semester’s iirst
Mr. Coffyn learned to fly a ing to another questioner. Scott
of Lyke magazine as one of the
Robert Martin (associate dean of ment or service.
a plane in 1910 tinder the guidance did. however. pose a question conProfits from the drive are al - world’s oldest pilots, died in
students’, Maryleela Rao ( HomePalo Alto hospital Saturday. He’ of Orville Wright. who is credited cerning alleged iolence at the
coming queen 10601, Chuck Co- lotted to various nonprofit com had stiffered a heart attack Nov. with his brother Wilbur as making :--I-’ "riots" and was answered.
burn and Mike Kambeitz iband munity service organizations
25 and haul been hospitalized since the first successful flight.
Among his many laurels. Mr i-e-.
that time,
i v Editor To Talk
In a Lyke interview with Editor Coffyn was noted as being the first
editor
hem AlfC.ilifoungi
The l iorl
,....d E. Tomlim
umde.
Ron Miller, Mr. Coffyn said he was man to fly an airplane under the of Tv

N.:here
PIAISLIe" by the simple
guilt of being rich in a starving
world.
"We’re afraid," he challenged,
"but of what? Commuiiism in
America? This is not the soil for

Author Slated To Attend Play

1

l
ve Is Ete rnal Novel
-heduled Tonight

Community Service Committee Opens
Slave Market with Prominent People

merit-i
Veteran Aviator Featured n Fall Lyke
Dies of Heart Attack i n Palo Alto Hospital

Brix)143’71 bridge’
Ile is survived by his wife Ma - son, will discuss problems of magabet. 1390 Willies’ st., Palo Alto. zine ii turn:distil at 1230 today
Feneral SerViePS Wert’ held yes- in .18,
The methods used by Triangle
t erda
Publications in developing TV
Guide 11111, 0111..1 the largest circulation magazines in the United
Stares %% ill lie discessed.
Tien leis; si is appearmg by its Sill, in of Lyke magazine,
r%1 JOB
%I%NriON
,
,
;sited U.S. ambassador
-MI.
CHICAGm i ,
to the United Nations by Pres.-elect John F. Kennedy yesterday said ,
his task will be to try to maintain this nation’s isasition under conditions in which the West no longer controls the U.N.
In a statement and a news ronferenee after Kennedy’s Pahn
Beach announcement that Stevenson had accepted the post.
Stevenson said that the United States’ biggest problem overseas
was to "Identify ourselves with emerging nations."
He said the United States must maintain the western alliance
coming soon . . .
and promote the independence and economic develispment of nee
nations.
"THE
(OttMl N1ST TROOPS IN LAOS GARRISON
VIENTIANE, Laos I UPI’ -Laotian paratroop leader Capt. Non..
WINTER
le announced yesterday he was integrating Communist troops int.
HOLIDAY
his garrison command, and the Russians began airlifting arms and
ammunition to the "neutralist" government.
ISSUE"
The Southeast Aida Treaty Organization emincil of Representatives convened an emergeney meeting In Bangkok today
section
to discuss the ?WHOM situation in the SEATO area arising from
the Laotian crisis.
with special . . .
RUSK NAMED SECRETARY OF STATE
BEACH,
John
Pres.-elect
PALM
I’, Kennedy
Fla. (UPI’
"SKI GREEN"
announced the appointment of Dean Rusk, head of the Rockefellui
Foundation, as secretary of state.
9:30 A.M.
Kennedy also announced that Adlni E. Stevenson had aceepted
appointment as I’S. ambassador to the United Nations.
DECEMBER 14th
The President-eleet 111,40 announced the selection of Rep.
Chester MINIM, D-Conn., as undersecretary of state,
one of the oldest living pilote in
America. His pilot’s license number was 26, and his helicopter flying license was listed mimber

Ile will coerdinate the work of
the committee in the northern
half of the state, he stated.

worm wire

MAJOR CHANGE
One of the major changes in
the new credential requirements.
he said, is that an "academic
major" will be required in addition to the regular education, supervision and administration
courses.
This will necessitate, he said, an
Increased amount of time spent in
graduate school. For instance, he
said, the general administration
major will now take three years
instead of mane to attain.
Secondary and elementary administration, he said, will require
two years of graduate, work for
the credential, and the regular
teaching credential will take mane
year of graduate work besides the
present four years of college work.

SPFAIAL FIELD
A special field, he said, would
be comprised of "non-academic"
majors, such as business, "some
DR. HARRY T. JENSEN
phases of art" and music.
... coordinator
Academic fields, he said, would
,eti structure as it applies to include language arts, the social
sapervision and administra- sciences, humanities courses, and
others.
’ eredentials."

Today Is the final day to purchase tickets for the faculty
Chrbutrnius buffet party planned
for Sunday, Dee, 18, In the Spartan cafeteria. Tickets are SI
.and mat Itte obtained at the
(leader’s oft
Adrrettg.t. The
buffet will lie held Irons 7, to
11:30 p.m.

%Aloe

HE’LL DO IN THE PINCH
"Wonder if they’ll be this happy tomorrow afternoon," ponders
Barbara Shrum, co-chairman for the annual Faculty Student
Auction, as she watches the clownish tactics of Dean of Students
Stanley Benz and homecoming queen attendant Gracie Wilson.
The pair will be in the lineup of 23 slaves to go up on the
auction block tomorrow at 11:30 a.m, in front of the cafeteria.
The annual drive is sponsored by the community service committee.

1.--SPARTAN DAILY
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The Schism
in ow United States

at the present tune them appears to be
a movement taking place that is extremely disturbing. On the one
hand there are American traditions of freedom and integrity of
the individual person, the principle of free and open critistism of
governmental policies, and religious and philosophical freedom. On
the other hand, however, there is a movement, which goes under
the name of "Americanism," and which is dedicated to the valid
concern of protecting the government of the United States against
the very real threat of international communism.

By DEANNE BOOMER
Fine Arts Editor

The disturbing aspects of this "American" movement have
become painfully obvious’ in the past week in regard to tiko meetings "in defense of the House Committee on Un-American Activities." At the first of these, San Jose attorney Garvin Hale made
the statement that "... there comes a point where it is necessary
for us to curtail our liberties in order to be vigilant and protect
ourselves."
That point, he continued, gives those who oppose the comMittee "so many traditional American arguments" to be used
against that committee, "because, whenever we become vigilant,
to protect our government, of necessity we have to give way to
some of our freedoms."

Spa2tcznaibi I Library Concert I
Entered as socund class matter April 24,
1934, at San Jose, California, under tfie
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$4:
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Records scheduled for today’s
library concert from noon to
I p.m. and 3 to 4 p.m. in the
library study room
Strauss, Johann: Graduation
Ball
Schubert: Symphony No. 4
in C minor. "The Tragic"

SJS Glee Clubs
To Sing Tonight
.1

:.1.

There exists in meetings such as the two mentioned above a
feeling of an immense chasm between the two sides. On the one
hand are the people who have what they feel to be valid criticisms
of the committee. On the other are those that hold what they feel
to be a valid concern about what the Communist party is doing
in the United States.
One side, in other words, seems to be concerned with the very
real Communist threat to the exclusion of all else, including the
protection of our freedoms, while the other side is concerned with
the equally very real threat to the "American traditions" and individual civil liberties, the basis of any meaningful "freedom;
\Vhere, one might ask, is the "traditionally American" middle
ground of free criticism and debate? Where, one might ask, is the
ability to weigh criticism on the merits of the criticism itself, and
not upon who makes it? Where, again, one might ask, is the ability
to judge something, not on pre-set convictions and prejudices, but
upon objective and intelligent analysis?
Is it still possible in the middle of the 20th centurya century
that may become known in some future time, if there is still a
history, as the century of dilemmasis it still possible to pose, not
so much solutions to current problems, but an intelligent and meaningful analysis of the problems themselves?

7:1c

women’s glee clubs will entertain the El Camino unit of the
California League of Nursing at
the nurses’ annual dinner tonight at Mariani’s restaurant.
The group will sing selected
Christmas carols. "Mama Chu."
arranged by Thompson. selections from "Carousel." arranged
by Rodger s, and "Country
Style," arranged by Waring.

A suggestion has been made to generally or individually invite
students and professors to do analyses"lucid, concise and well reasoner on subjects of their own choosing. The invitation is
extended.
f space limitations, should not exceed three
Editor’s note: Analyses, b
typewritten. doubt* spaced pages If, however, time factors or other reasons
prohibit the preparation of an analysis, interview arrangements car be made
by calling campus extension 2110 or 2113.

’Love Is Eternal’ ...

(Continued from Page II
be Mary. Jerry Juhl and Raymond
Baptista will narrate the show.
Stephen Douglas. Lincoln’s political opponent around whom a great
deal of action centers, will be
played by Luis Miguel Valdez.
Others in the 22-member cast
are Merle Osborn, Michael Moretti, Robert Cohn. Christy Junn,
Louise Picchi, Linda Dodds. Barbara Zahner. Lona Wright, Robert Friedman. Liberty La Parin,
Green,
Rilma Rader, Marian
Wayne Fox, Betty Moore, Donald
Brown, L. Dale Harris and Michael O’Brien.
Technical crew includes speech
and drama majors Peter Nyberg.
set: Ben Shelton and Nyberg,
lights; Miss Zahner. costumes;
and John Gomez and Baptista,
’musical r,,ordiniition

No Survey Class
The Survey of Music

Literature class will not meet Tuesday or Thursday.

Art Gallery
Exhibits
Textiles
The hike from mid -campus to
the Art building was certainly
worthWhile for it brought the
viewer to a fascinating and colorful display of native, handwoven fabrics.
The show, called "Worlds
Apart," features fabrics from
Central Asia and Central America. Included are shirts, skirts,
rugs, leggings, sling bags and
belts.
The designs are amazingly
similar and it would take an
expert’s eye to detect the origins of the various textiles.
Some of the weaving techniques
exhibited are very complex although they were woven on
simple, primitive looms.
Also in the display were examples of the backstrap loom.
The top of the loom is hung
from any convenient place and
a strap passes around the weaver’s waist. The pressure of the
weaver’s body creates the necessary tension in the loom.
The colors In the fabrics are
vivid and of many shades. All
of the dyes are made of native
materials and one brilliant red
is made of boiled lice.
The designs in some of the
textiles is amazingly intricate
and so modern in look it is hard
to believe that they were done
by primitive weavers.
The collection was made
David Hatch, assistant professor of art, during trips he made
to Central Asia and Central
America.
The exhibit will be on displa.
I hrough Friday.
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’Clever Evasion,’
Student Writes
lead
1..1)11(11;

the
two letters in Thrust and Parry
last Tuesday and Wednesday, I
applaud TASC for being so
clever. If you noticed, TASC has
discredited the word of Tuesday’s "libelous" author, so that,
even in fact, if all the charges
were true, none would carry any
weight now. Very clever evasion.
TASC stated that it desires
criticism, but its rebuttal is
physical abuse and libel suit
scares. This is good policy.
TASC’s stated objective is
"In create controversy . . ."
f the Ilimse
W)II the :dud iti,

un-American Act is
notice, TASC’s
cart
paign, create controversy
UI
abolish it?
The fictitious author inferred
a relationship of TAse t
CORE. SCOPE, and WHIP
This obviously is in error. But
weren’t all launched on identicAl
campaigns? Check it!
I shall not embarrass TASt
by inquiring ’into their
money supply source.
TASC is certainly clever Rai
soon my word will be discredited
also. Then some other think.
ing AMERICAN will have t,,
fight to keep freedom of seek,
free, despite the clever paps,.
tion.
Thom Eicher
ASIS 73814

C.C.F. To Carol
(2,1,111r ,g

111111 ,(10

shIlls

he C.

Christian
legiate
fellowship
campus religious organizatiop.
according to Mary NlacMillan
club spokesman.
Caroling will be from 7 to !.
p.m. in the college area. Thou
who wish to participate
meet at 357 S. 15th st. at 7
P.m.
Refreshments will be serve]
fiillowht, the caroliril.:

Simple Simon
THE PIZZA PIE MAN

Sunday

Saturday
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ENJOY THE FUN!

FRIDAY and SATURDAY 8 P.M. to 1 A.M.

is

SUNDAYS 4 P.M. to 10 P.M.

Music

Al

EL. R

ENTERTAINMENT!
Every Friday

Ca

SPI

Songs Pizza!

To Order Pizza "to go"

CALL CL 1-3310

’Harvey’ Tonight

Simple Simon Pissa is mad with the finest wholesome
ingredients and features 7 OF THE WORLD’S FINEST
CHEESES. Call ahead for your "TakeOut- Pine . . .

Art Carney will star in th..
90-minute presentation of Mar
Chase’s comedy, "Harvey," on
the Du Pont show of the month
tonight at 8:30 p.m., KPIX-TV.
Channel 5.

wommi

Lo

FREE
PARKING

1897
ALUM ROCK AVE.

./’

Mai(
Cige
SAH

Best Sellers
Pubit.1,

,61.)

FICTION
and Consent -- Allen

Adkins.
Drury
Hawaii ’James Michener
MItstrews of Mellyn- -victoria
Holt
The Dean’s Watch Elizabeth
Goudge
The Leopard
Giuseppe di
Lam pedusa
The Lovely Ambition
Mary
Ellen Chase

IT’S RIGHT ON TOP
THE NEW ESTERBROOK "101"
Hurry! Hurry! Step right up and see the marvel of the ages!
the new Esterbrook "101." A different type of cartridge
pen! It carries 2 cartridges in the barrelone is a spare...
so there’s no need to run out of ink.
The new Esterbrook "101" performs more tricks than
a trained seal. Changes pen points as quickly as you can
change your mind. Gives you a choice of 32 pen points.
Smartly styled, smooth -writing, the Estcrbrook "101" is
creating a 3 -ring-circus of excitement ... you’ll see why at
your Estcrbrook dealer’s.
Do it up bigtop everything with the pen that hat everything...the Estcrbrook "101" Renew Point Fountain pen.
5
in squeeze -fill. ton! $1.95.

Sdivintook gino
-

rooice

Or 30

ONE IS

*1.95

cusrestanorron

AtadeittAtt.clitox.

NON-FICTION
The Rine and Fall of the Third
beleh William L. Shires.
The Waste Makers
Vance
Packard
Born Free Joy Adamsi,
The Politic% of Upheas al
Arthur Schlesinger .fr.
flaeneh: The Public Years
Bernard M. Baruch

skiiers
overnight
accommodation.,
with meals
weekends & holidays
separate dorms
for
men and
women

CC

"FIND THE ANSWER, JIMAND BRING IT BACK"
When Jim Boardman took his B.S. in Electrical Engineering at Colorado Slate, there was
one idea uppermost in his mind. He wanted a
job in which he could work his way into management via the engineering route. As he puts
it, "I didn’t want to stick with straight engineering all my life."
After talking to eight other organizations
Jim joined The Mountain States Telephone &
Telegraph Company. Ile soon got, the kind of
action he was looking for.
lo improve
His first assignment: How
widely scattered rural telejihone si.rvice all over
Coloradoa sticky engineering challenge.
le
was given a free hand to work mit his own procedures. His boss simply said, "Find the answer,
Jimand bring it back."

,

dodge ridge
area
call es 7-3178

Six months later, Jim turned in his
His plan was :templed.

mendations.

Next stop: Colorado Springs. II’
worked out a plan to expand telePhone tactlit
for this burgeoning community. This plan, too,
is now in operation.
Today, at 24, Jim has an important role in
planning where, how much, and what kind of
telephone service is needed in the Denver area.
Here’s how Jim puts it: "We gel tough’assign.
ments but we also have the fI’ S llom 10 1:1 ke held
and do a job. I think 11w fut tin. here is unlimited.
Ha man wants to do itit’s there to be &al..:

C’,.,

If you’re e qn who ran "Find the an.m,
and bring it back" grf with is
pally where you bar(’ MI’ daliOet.
wan’
meal Office for Idelota, rid additional

Jno

"Oar MI probrr nnr it int ie to hare in all
itiiltiQqC men
1hr most
rll
1,0011111. and imaginative. turn wr
ran neos:;,h1 .11nd ."
Fit VW:SICK It. R term, Prexkleor
American Telephone & Telegrapl
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Campbell vs. Macias Cagers Depart for Ten-Day Eastern Road Trip
Wrestlers Take First
At SJ Civic Tonight Two Games

plu. a
aggregation of athlete- enplaned from
S.F. International Airport thio
11111111111g WI
firq leg of a
hair-game road trip which will pit
SJS against Idaho State, Ulith, St.
Louis, and Washington of St.
.1 5105.
The Spartan cage party will return to San Jose Municipal Airport on Dec. ’22 and immediately
start pereparations fur its opening contest in the WCAC Tournament against defending champion
Loyola on Dec. 27.
Accompanying the rookie
coaches on the junket were forards Dennis Bates, Norm Bostoek, Dick Romine. and Bill Robertson. centers Joe Braun and Bobby Lister, and guards Vance
Barnes. Bill Yonge, Gary Ryan
and Vic Cori
SJE-1 tips-off the trip tomorrow
night in a Pocatello clash with ’
Idaho State. Friday night the poUtah Redskins host the Spar.
ins in Salt Lake City.
During the last five days of the
Hek SJS will make its headquar.
o.rs in St. Louis, where St. LOWS
U. will provide the opposition Monday and Washington U. will machide the trip Wednesday.

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
Almaden

PORTRAIT IN BLACK
PLUS
GIRL OF THE NIGHT

CAMPBELL

HARRY
.

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
Ssos F; ’0
Alsoa
MAGNIFICENT 7

,.,F

THE RAT RACE
- Detb,
’,AL HE LEFT SEHINO
Woo.I

Lowest Prices
on Gasoline

Major Oil 38c qt.
Cigarets 22c pk.
SAHARA OIL CO.
2nd & William

MEMO

FROM

main events,.

Short course
in lifelong
economics for
college seniors!
IS rots are soon going to
graduate, you’ll be interestd in learning about New
York Life’s program of life
ins,irance especially suitable
for college students.
Bo, oral attractive plans are
icoulable for you to choose
from. And because you ros
Young and still 111 student,
You enjoy the money -Raving
advantage of low premium
rate,. What’s more, through
my personal arrangement
You can defer payment of
the firat premium until after
You graduate.
red All the valuable facts on
’Ceo York Life’s attractive,
Intr enit way to financial se,trilv. Send far ynur free
of the informativ
"It’s Your More,
J,

Write

phone ... or visit
RAY K. FARRIS, CLU

1’nronut

RearTonlons

By NORMAN CORNISH
WASHINGTON UP!’ -Former
lightweight champion Ike Williams
told Senate boxing investigators
yesterday that he received- --and
rejected -- bribe offers .totaling
$180,000 to lose three fights, ineluding two championship Iniuts.
during his long career.
In each case, Williams testified,
the offers were relayed to him
through Frank 1Blinky) Palermo,
Philadelphia underworld figure and
Williams’ manager after 1947.
Williams said he was offered
8100,000 to lose to Kid Gavilan in,
1948: $30,000 to lose a title bout
with Freddy Dawson in 1949: and
$50,000 to take a dive in a chumplonship bout with Jimmy (’alter
in 1951.
-

1

tti, 10
’otath lloy
ith top efforts in trampoline.
iambling and free exercise. notched
third place in the San Francisco
state Invitational Gymnastic Tourney Saturday. behind Cal and the
:Olympic Chub.
Ted Bogios and Keith Gouger. I
both returning lettermen, sparked
the Spartan gymnasts with first ,
place finishes.
Bogios, with a top performance,
easily won the trampoline event,
while (longer. with top b2rm, swept
to victory in tumbling and tied.
I,,, first in free exercise with a I
’
(1a1 g)’mnast.
Lynn Ikalson placed fourth in,
the trampoline ..venl. and eighth
in tumbling: Rich Wetherell was
fourth for the Slat’? insin tun.
liling and garnered a fifth sp..’
in free exercise. Bogios also plact,I
fifth in tumbling in addition to hi
ictory on the trampoline.
Other 5.15 point winners were
Ron Dare and Jim Watson in tb.
rope climb and Jiihn Dahlquist
the horizontal hi. r.
Davis praised improved per
tormances on the part of Jack
Medina on the rings. Dare on Its
Hoffman on
ropes and yearling
the horizontal I.

Ea

Laundry & Dry
Cleaning Service
Fine Shoe Repairing

ZINKE’S

Company

490 N. Rot St
CV 4 1013

%%id’ 1-B CARD
on ALL Your Cleaning 1.0,is

OUTTA’ MY WAY
deceptive

Vance Barnes (20) drives past Cal

San Jose State’s Irish basketball
’ learn, winner in two of its first
three starts, gets the spotlight all
to itself tonight at 8 when it entertains he Monterey Peninsula
College Lobos in Spartan gym.
Holding the main event time
spot for the first time this Season.
, Danny Glines’ rapidly-improving
frosh five conies up against a
During questioning on the $100.. ’ capable foe in the MP(’ quintet.
000 bribe offer. Williams said:
The Lobos have a 4-1 season
"I’m sorry I didn’t take it . . . I mark and are usually one of 1 h.
lost the fight anyway."
powerhouse teams in the C.
Williams said that he was hay’ Conference.
ing tax troubles at the time and
Led by coach Larry Cumin:
could have used the money.
who succeeded Pete Peletta i. .
Williams testified earlier that the latter took the head coach,’
Palermo took the entire purses,. job at USF. Monterey sports
totaling 564.900. from two title ’6-8 center in Mike Harris ant,
I
bouts,
’ couple of flashy guards in J .
Williams said he didn’t receive! Payne and Jerry PoTeira.
"five cents" from his bout; with
Glines won’t be around for t
Jessie Flores, Sept. 23, 1648. in i night’s contest. hating left co: .
New York, and with Beau Jack
July 12. 1948. in Philadelphia

49

E. SAN ANTONIO

Palermo has ben identified It.
the Senate anti-trust and monopoly subcommittee as the aria’ , ’
underworld kingpin of professior..
boxing, while racketeer Frank’s’.
Carts, is serving a prison term for
iPIT()%11* fight manag’ing.
Williams said the purse from
the Flores fight was $:12,500 and
the purse from the Jack fight
$32,400. Palermo, as his manager,
was supposed to get only one-third
of that. with Williams getting twothirds.
Williams said that when he
asked Palermo for the money he
was told both times there was
because Palermo
none as
had encountered -tough times."
Williams said he now works for
the New Jersey conservation Department for about $186 a month.
LOTS OF COACH
DETROIT i UPI I - -The Deft-, tit
Lions claim the heftiest coach in
football in :130-pound Les Binga.
man. former Lions’ star who joined
the coaching staff for the 1960
i 1,00

Aiggie defender

ART CLEANERS

rosn Five Plays Lobos
Tonig ht
SJS Gym

Ex-Lightweight King Williams
Tells of $180,000 Bribe Offer

New York Life
Insuranc

SAVE 154N.

1Senate Boxing Investigation

Gymnasts Third
In SFS Tourney
RAY K. FARRIS, C.L.0

N,jo
le ,5111
ii
110-1
"ornament
III the Northern California Intercollegiate
sattirda
afternoon. ao it copped the team title behind Bernie
slate and Leros Stewart.
outla.ted
I S
A it
48 poi
.with
sn
atr
ap
a
.11.
(bird aulli 11:
Iiiii-heil oecond .,sill] Li, Tough
27,:
I:011(11c
college.
of SPSan Jose city college. :11: Freonocits
quoias. 17, Cal Aggies. 16: Fresno state, 14. San Francisco state II.
:San Jose frosh, 10: and College of San Mateii. 7.
Stewart, grappling In the .147 -pound class, ails mooed to the
linaIs where he scored an Important win by decision user Cal’s
Ri-k Machado,
Big Ernie Slate, Hugh NIumby’s choice in the 110 division scored
.,ne of the day’s tvvo pins in the finals, when he set down John Mc;l’eW of College of the Sequoias.
The other pin victory was scored by John Mecham of San Jose
city college in the heavyweight match. He bounced Bill Elliott of
JC.
Boh Lopez was ousted In decision in the finals of the 137rategory hy Don Kline of SJCC,
s grapplers were to ifleet Sari Francisco Olympic Club to.
at 730 in the City, but a mix-up in dates has called
I for a rescheditling of the match

la
NIS Ii PETERS
alsing a premature
reress.
ls IT arta II
1.13,kIthilll
P1):11’111
I !WWII

dash.
At that. Campbell bypassed the
usual four -rounder which usually
baptizes the beginning pro.
In his only other bout, the classy
Spartan stopped Valentin Rangel
of a scheduled
in the third stanza
six in San Francisco- -this time
by a TKO.
In Macias, Campbell will be facing his most experienced foe to
date. The flashy Mexican battler
has six years pro ring experience
behind him and has seen a number
of main events.
Young insists Campbell is ready
to no the distance if necessary and
t]t over-matched.
Student tickets for the bouts
at $1 with ASH card
. he pi

A,ma

In NorCal Mat Meet

In St. Louis
Finish Trek

PALMER
BY
ibrr, Campbell. Sim .looe Slate’s 111111,1 11.1.1.111 1111111.11/1111011
vroil,ni1/11iII boxing. ’limo the Ouse,. again tonight for a au,’, I.
iii.round go %ill) Carlo?. Maciao of Guadalajara. \lex.. in Ii
Ciiie Artilitorium.
Immo.
AIM, 011 the card are three
whether the jiriiim-ing. %ming light.
Local ohoersero que.c
jpr
10.rotinticr. hut his manager. *Bill
ming.
wo n: to think so.
Skived along quickly, (amppro fight 14004
hell bail his first
this ago, hut disthan two
played the poise of a seasoned
irtcran In lialleklag out game
Johnny Guerrero In the third
001111 of a scheduled SIN -r lllll id

Rigney Appointed
Los Angeles Boss

this morning with Stti Inman
the Spartans’ eastern trek.

398 I’.

TACO - ENCHILADA
TAMALE -TOSTADA

ii

Handling the Spartababes
night. and Thursday against San
Mateo J.C., will be Glines’ assist.
ants. Bob Chapman and Andv
Baumgardner.
The (rush will (men with Mines
usual starters tonight. thib Nye
and Mel Simpson will be ,at
HarrYEdwards at
filirant Tint

2 25’
FOR

FOURTH and ST. JAMES

ALL EXPENSE EUROPEAN TOUR
Travel arrangements by St. Claire Travel Service
Progi
by Dr. Wesley Goddard and Dr. David E. Edgell of the E-Iuman,i
Cos+$1,350 . . . San Francisco to San Francisco with 44 days In Europe
Depart from San Francisco June 22, return San Francisco August 7.
To and from Europe by prop-jet BritanniasCanadian Pacific Airlinesa scheduled
IATA carrierPrivate motor coach in Europe
Conducted

Extended stay, n Lonclo,
-t.. c1,6
Short,

Venn.

Ron,

Pa,’ :s

and

Contact Tour Leaders for Information and Detailed Itineraries
IIIIMINMEIMEMENNIVIRIERF

LikeLOS ANGELES 11.111.
able Bill Rigney. a nativii son ot
California. yesterday was liaMed
field manager of the Los Angek,
Angels only five days atter thi . e
new franchise was granted hy I lie
American League.
Rigney’s appointment to a 0110- -c:.
"ii’ term was announced by Fred
Haney. who Thursday was
pointed general manager 01 thi
new club.
The ability of the new manager
was known to Haney. isthose
- _,
%ranker Braves met t he I
managed San Francisco
many times on the playing field
when they were the opposine
pilots.
he
Rigney was released by
Giants last .lime 18 when the (.1,11,
was in second place in the N.. howl LedT,Ile
0k ittg Itt, 1,
lease, the tiianis went into a ’ail
spin and wound up in filth 1.1...s
under interim manager Tom Slit,
It

youp campu4 Jitop
6,14

CliPi4ttitad

4’

SPORTSHIRTS
from 4.95
SWEATERS
from 11.95
REPPS &
CHALLIS TIES

2.50

BLAZERS

.

so

from 39.50
from 59.50
BELTS 2.50

.4

The largest quality selection of
natural shoulder clothing in the

Valley.

Merchandise orders for the dif.
ficult ones.

100+ Octane Ethyl

Examples of year-around oil prices:
Shell x -I00, Quaker State, Triton, Veedol,
Havoline, Valvoline, Richlube
qt. can 38c
Castro)
qt. can 50c
Eastern Bulk, qt.
100
19c
5 -gal. Sealed Can, 100 Eastern
$1.98
Cigarettes
package 22c

20% STATIONS
6th &

26’

TICO’S TACOS

SAVE
per
3c gal.
2.‘

slth & Williams

EACH

BBQ TACOS

SUITS

92+ Octane Reg.

\\el 1 CL1FIX

Hey,

10th & Taylor

Cljet;Rer’s

111.
4-

Cohniqua. S
s

1atvv,

Er C01.4441 V.1.41524....

SO SOUTH FOURTH STREET
()Item Atlenday and Thursday Nights

STEVENS CREEK BLVD.
Or, tights 5,1 Christmas

CT 2-4500

AX 6-6670

4.

4.

---11111.
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Tuesday, rieetsmhor 11 1060

Humanities !
Club To Dine
OrientalStyle

TANKS ROLL AGAINST YOUTH

RIGHTWING YOUTHS RIOTING
fight tanks which were put into use
ties after thousands of youths rallied
policy pronounced by French Pres.

in Algiers
by authoriagainst the
Charles de

Gaulle to give Algeria semi -independence. Outbreaks in Algeria and Oran coincided with de
Gaulle’s visit to the African nation.
-

Arabs Riot in Algiers;
’Holy War’ Flag Flies
ALGIERS. Algeria’
of Arabs shouting I. a holy
wir against the French. attacked
French troops and Europeans
throughout Algiers yesterday and
were driven hack with bullets, tear
gas and grenades. The French were
reported calling in paratroop reinforcements to combat the worst
Hitting in the history of Algeria.
HOLY WAR
The green flag of "jihad" ----or
holy war fluttered over the (’asbah as Moslems who have live’
here for 110 years under tts
French for the first time openly
supporoal the FDN, the rebe.
movement headed by "premier’
Frahm Abbas in neighboring TLnisia.
The death toll in four days of
fighting approached the 100 mark.!
Unofficial reports said 10 Mostems were killed today when Arab
youths tried to fight their way
through police Inties surrounding
the Cashah. Others were killed in
Moslem -European fighting. Military authorities reported finding
"some" bodies in the Casbah. The ,
unofficial death toll in previous ,
fighting stood at 81.
REJECTS DE GAULLE PLAN
Today’s outbreaks appeared to
he stirred by Abbas’ declaration
in Tunis that "the French colonial- ,
ist regime has finally lost the contest" after sis years of bitter warfare He rejected French President

Charles de Gaulle’s plans for s
semi-independent Algeria.
Abbas cabled United Nations
Secretary-general Dag liammarsk}old asking immediate U.N. intervention to halt the "intolerable
’
provocations" and what he called
"bloody and savage" repressions.
The situation was so grave that
De Gaulle cut short by one day,
the Algerian visit which touched
off the new rioting.

Soph Appointed
Editor Of ROTC
Air Tower
-,iphomore
A
from Sunny\ ale has been appoirued
editor of the Air Force ROT(’
newsletter, "Air Tower."
Mark Foutch. also information
services officer for the campus
Arnold Air society. was graduated
from Fremont high school. He was
snorts editor on the high schoo!
newspaper and also worked or:
the Cupertino Courier.
"Air Tower" is published month ly and contains articles 011
ArstOtre activities.
Cadets interested in writing lealore, sports or other material for
the newsletter should contact cadet Capt. Kenneth L. Boyd today
at 12:30 p.m. in B47.
_

CLASSIFIEDS
Class,- sd Rates:
25c a line first
20c a

insertion

line succeeding
2

line

insertion

minimum

To Place an Ad:
Cell at Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower 1-1I1
No Phone Orders

3 Male
rh sa
=4 CV 7.1948.
Stores and Offices across fro
S. 10th. 200-2000 sq. ft. a.
cond. T. L. Mitchell & Co.

1

Tn C Plans
Yule Luau,
Carol Singing
the suletule asison, the
liiC club of the First Baptist
church plans a Christmas luau
Dec. 23 itt 8 p.m. The dinner-party
will he held at Glenford V. Dennee’s home, 13785 Saratoga ave.,
Saratoga.
Hollywood entertainment billed
offers Dick Good, an ex -jazz drummer, and Audrey Miens singer and
pianist.
The Brown and Walker families
will sing western style songs.
Tickets to be sold for 75 cents
is ill boy either a ham or turkey
buftet-style.
Christmas sounds will follow
is oh community carol singing and
The next night, Tri C carolers
will meet at their headquarters
at 9 p.m. A bus will take them to
homes and hospitals in the area
where they will cheer shut-ins and
needs’ families.

Seniors To Meet;
Constitution, Prom
Up For Discussion
,
sotution will be considered during
a,
seniort
class a
meeting today
.1:30 p.m. in S112.
The possibility of a merger of
the senior and junior proms will
be discussed also, according to
; president Roger Scaite,
I The Joe college-Betty coed contest, the senior banquet and picnic will also be considered. Sallie

Sakurai Gardens in Mountain
View is the planned scene of an
"Oriental Evening" to be held by
the Humanities club Thursday.
A traditional Japanese dinner
will be served, Prof. Warren W.
Fails, acting chairman of the SJS
Art department, is schedu led to
present an illustrated talk on 011ental art, according to Bonnie ,
Fleischauer, publicity chairman. 1
Tickets for the event may lie
obtained in the Humanities oils
F0127, for $3.75. r)eadline t
tickets is tomorrow.
"The high tariff is justified bs
the fact that this is reportedly an
authentic Japanese restaurant.
comparable to any expensive res.
taurant in Tokyo." explained Dr.
David P. Edgell. a Humanities
lecturer.

State Department
Officer To Speak
On Berlin Problem

Today’s conflicts in Germans
will be subject of a talk entitled
"The Berlin Enigma" by Dr. David
Maynard, former State department officer, tomorrow at 8:15
p.m. in 8142.
Dr. Maynard will address a joint
meeting of the international relations club and world affairs council, says Richard Quigley, 1RC
president.
"His comments on the Berlin
question, we think, will throw
much light on one of the mast
critical problems now facing western nations," Quigley indicated.
Readying for a Coming "model
U.N." convention of western states.
an IRC review board began choosing delegates today.
"Each college is assigned a country," Quigley. said, "that is studies,
so as to portray its role on policy
questions at the convention."
SJS was assigned Belgium. Model U.N. delegates get briefed
through a one-unit special studies
course in political science taught
by Dr. George G. Bruntz, professor of history, political science and
education.

’

The IleaJ 1 ,ISSOCIation of California will provide $750 stipends
for more than 30 "gifted" students of biological science. Stipends will allow selected students
to do research work during the
summer.
Dr. Robert H. Maybury, chairman of the Heart association’s
student research committee, in anflouncing the program said, "We
want to keep students ha the lab,atories during sumMer vacation
iather than have them working
L
in a filling station 01. a summer
resort."
Students interested in applying
for these student research ass’:
ateships may write to Anti, it
Dr
isamament"
van Harreveld, M.D., chairman
will be the topic of Dr. Francis
the research committee, ralifornis
_
Herring, University of California
economics professor, Thursday at
3:30 p.m. in TH55, according to
Ben Zlataroff, TASC education
chairman.
tirth.-E
sio e: !so
The talk is the fourth in the series sponsored by TASC on con- graduate interviews are itchedsliest until after the Christmas%
emporary problems,
Dr. Herring, a Public administra- vaeation. As soon as Information
rive analyse, has taught economics is aWasilable, the Spartan Daily
will publish notices of interit Vassar college and philosophy
views beginning Jan. 5. The first
at Oberlin college.
appointments will he held Friday, Jan. 6.

TASC To Sponsor
ecture by U
[con Professor

ob Interviews

U.S. Army Medics
To Hold Interviews

Ht.:o ;
Vt.:incise() 3. lase 11.1 I.;
should give as retells,.
of one sponsoring scienci
thoroughly familiar with ilie .!
dent’s work. and the name al
its
dean of his or her college.
Deadline date for applicatiOns is
Fib. 1, 1961. Appointmepts will he
announced on or about March
IS
1961.
Students will he selected by se
enlists active in
,
,hcraeser,,.mas,iidrac
Every effrut’u
to place the it talent ru ii’
"
interests and talents.

An A u i.iirce 111,
an inspection tour it
tic in his praise 01 i]
State AFROTC.
"Support by the college
cellent and morale iA
detachment officers. till.
cadets." said Maj. Roland
ley after two days
of cadet activity.
Major Beasley rota,
Gen. William J. Bell
Al.-ROTC, according ;.
Boyd, information id later

EVERYBODY WANTS BOOKS

for Clbristm05

Majors in dietetics. occupational
or physical therapy can attend
job interview’s for the U.S, Arms
medical service today in Adm234
Medical corps Capt. Marilyn J
Anderson from the San Francisco
Presidio, will talk to students thi,
afternoon.
She is speaking to home ecoomics and 0.T. classes at 13:3ii
9:30 and 10:30 a.m.
Those who join the Army student dietitian program can apply
for over $200 monthly economic
aid. Those in foods, nutrition or i
institution management may quidify.
Completion of the proga-am earns
applicants the rank of second lieutenant in the corps.
Students interested can make
appointments in the placement office immediately.
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71Ne Aiis
In which Lucky Strike’s
gift to the arts selects
"The World’s Greatest
Masterpieces" and
reveals all -in fact,
more than all -that
is known about each.

Whistlers’ Mother: This painting, by an unknown
depicts the housemother of a college sorority patie.
waiting for a dance to break up in the next room. WI"
how the artist has captured the anguish and devotion "c
this lonely woman as she frets over her young char,
(who were nicknamed -The Whistlers" because c’ ’
way in which they obtained dates).
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Help Wanted
, hag lunch,
1230 p.m.,
Norrion - Wendy Glen r:1 2 spans cafeteria 10011, .
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.2,2
M, .0’ "
41
CV
3-9753.
Reed
Mss, be married - boa"
Orientation committee interContract for I ..,pace at Garland C
a’ devrable. Write bar I
views, 2:30 to 5 p.m., College UnPatricia Brown, CY 3-9397.
P0 ni Cy-Icon!, n/n, Chronicle dealer.
ion,
his-Kastle Comb’ 6’S"Markertnd.nl.;
apply 184 S. 11 th
Community Service committee,
never used. Phone Jerry Crenshaw Cr
meeting. Adm236, 2:30 p.m.
5 9601 after 7 pin,
senior elass, meeting, SI12, 3:30
Transportation
p m.
1957 Triumph TR3. sharp. RIt-+
81400. CL 8.3337.
Kappa Phi, yule log service, Si,
I
Season pass all lifts at Heavenly V, ,, Pauls Methodist church, 7:30 p.m.
Value $160, sell for less. AN 9-48 IV
, Rally ,,,,, miner, publicity. meetWill share exp.
ing. Alia 12:30 p.m.
Encyclopaedia Br tanica (25 vc,..), .
Christian Science organization.
Cr bbund, new br din& nos’ SIAs.n
raf 55053.
r
idle 9200. CV 4.6414, Frt, 2361,
Imeeting, Memorial chapel, 7:30
Hoi;da, travel Saar: ;tat a.tailac
19151 me T D, radio. good Cres call AN p.m.
./’-.7eles. San Die’
t’ollegiate Christian fellowship,
6-8180.
..
CV 4-8100.
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Riders wanted
LA Balboa Bead,. and
TOMORROW
V -day 12/26 ’all Stan. times. rataiis for $20. .11 tell for $10, an
Social Affairs committee, meet ar,-ellent gift. CH 8.5904.
, .347
CI1163, 3:30 pm.
swords
Gun collector will but guns
( ;Minna Delta, Christmas party,
Portland, Ore. Dec. 16
Riders
anted
uJ 9.2144.
’
PP 7.1633 Morgan H
First Immanuel church, 374 S.
<1,a-way’,
Third 5u.. 7 p.m.
Kewanee 4ranergs.on
Ride wanted isr 2 .o Salt La. . a
call Cl 2.4356.
TA SC, meeting. (’11235, 7:30 p.m.
-,k Call I/4y CH 82
- - International
Relations club,
I
56 Pont. iiitt.a5 38C00
Wanted
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a 1, Texat. a-,
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CV
S1 12, 813
’,Jed 4,"
-,
’ Cl 21114.
Rally romnsittee, planning corns. 9
ID I ,
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Henke i.needf,t
lentils
maitre, nustting. College Union,
to raw .nahn iDUer CY 3-‘,769
pm
n
Spacious upstairs
CV r
lose,. tonneau for 56-57 Corner J
la’ is
4
maie
9969
ad,’,s. Faculty or staff
ss cess.1, AX 6-1805.
FAIRGROUNDS
Services
2 -Room corner opt... gu;et. CV 7.9312.
FAIRWAYS
Girl to assist ..h hc.,sel.oen ri i
an.
,
adults l:’v in, CL 8.3758.
Golf Course
1 mole to share lurury 2 bedroom apt,
lonsfesslonel Secretarial Service: Man..
sio,1 one bit frOm campus. CV 5.7180.
9 HOLE PITCH and PUTT
scriPts, tans Papers, theses. Phone FP
$47,10 me. 3 rm. & bath. usfurn, 131 5. 84300 after 6 p.m.
Student Rate - SOc
3rd S apt 2
Misgeollammes
Special price on driving rang, for
riotsModern.
Studio or 2 bedroom
Thoth, form papers typed Andrew 4students.
-arnous. All have wall to wall 0255.
Son Jose’s most complete
yaroef elpiatr:.- kitchens P. drapes. Many
golfing center
Sr.,stin Rental Seri 100 WEDDING INVITATIONS, $12.50
See .,s
I0TH 8 TULLY ROAD
ire 485 S. 951, or call CV 741877 or I plus I in gold free. A reel offer. AL 21 9191.
Eves. CV 7.8713.
’speech

Early Rembrandt: That Rembrandt was
born a genius is conclusively proven by
thus littleknown masterpiece This, his
first known paInting. astounded cr
and made the name Bully Rembrandt
mous throughout Europe. Believe it or
not, Rembrandt created this master
piece when he was two years old!

The Venus de Milo: Soup
tured in the second reit
tury B.C. on behalf of a
Greek pencil manufacturer, this great statue
has wor.t fame through
the ages as the symbol of
beauty parlors, bowling
alleys, upholstery firms
and reducing pills. Today
it is used primarily as a
vivid warning to small
,.hildren who bite their
fingernails.
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Woman in Water: Here is the originsl
of a great "lost" masterpiece which
I was able to acquire for the nclicte
bushy low price of $8,500. I mention
this only to show what great bargains
you can fund in, art if you know your
subtect. I determined the authenticity
of this priceless original by proving
that the small stain, upper left. is
made by Renoir’s favorite Coffee.
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The Thinker: What IS The Thinker think
ing? This has been as baffling to scholars
as the riddle of the sphinx and "Who’s
on first?" But now it can be revealed
that this statue is actually a Roman
warrior who had been asked. "Remem
ber how great cigarettes used to taster
When he failed to answer. "Luckies still
do." he was turned to stone.
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Association Funds
To Aid Student Research

Frosh To Meet ’Heart
Tu. living group representatives %sill discuss fraternities and
sororities today when the freshman 4.11149 meets at 3:30 p.m. hi
TII55.
Nancy Crandall will represent
Panhellenic and tlillek Allard
Ise the Inierfraternits
cording to Judy V1iiial, secretary.
Ratification procedure of a
neu freshman class eonstitution
will begin during a 1111141114’PN
meeting follossing.

"Here, in my opinion."
says Dr. brood, "is the greatest work of art. Note the bold, clean
strokes in LUCKY STRIKE, Conveying the wisdom and pride of the
manufacturer. Note the perfect circle, representing, of course, the
perfect product inside. And in the product itself we find a truly meg’
nificent expression of quality, good taste, pleasure and contentment.
Surely, there is no work of art that, over the years, has brought more
aesthetic by not only to all of us in the art world, but to millions of
people in all walks of life."
AT LEFT: "MASTER OF ALL MASTERPIECES"!
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CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a change!
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